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a b s t r a c t 

Electrode-level cracks in a Li ion battery significantly impact its performance. We build a crack-containing 

electrochemical model to reveal the mechanism and quantify the effect of crack geometrical character- 

istics on specific energy, specific capacity and cell impedance. An elliptical-shaped crack is introduced 

into the electrode, which represents various configurations by changing the semi-axis ratio, crack angle 

and crack position. We show that lithium ion transport, electrochemical intercalation and the overall cell 

impedance are sensitive to the crack characteristics and electrotype absorption on crack surfaces. A longer 

crack more parallel to the current collector reduces the specific energy and specific capacity more sig- 

nificantly, especially when the current density is high. By contrast, a crack perpendicular to the current 

collector has little impact. The dependence on a series of crack orientation is quantified. The study of 

crack position shows that a crack closer to the separator has a stronger negative impact, dramatically re- 

ducing capacity. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy simulations show that the crack shape factors 

such as semi-axis ratio, crack angle and electrolyte wetting ratio primarily affect the ohmic resistance. 

A longer crack more parallel to the current collector increases the ohmic resistance, while more crack 

wetting reduces the ohmic resistance. By contrast, crack position significantly affects the charge trans- 

fer resistance but with little impact on the ohmic resistance. A crack closer to the separator increases 

the charge transfer resistance. The effect of connected cracks into an open or closed ring shape is also 

considered, which can partially isolate active materials from the electrode depending on the size and 

orientation of the opening. This work provides a comprehensive and fundamental understanding of how 

various crack geometrical parameters affect the electrochemical behavior, which can assist in evaluating 

the significance of cracking, allow comparison with other degradation mechanisms to identify the limiting 

factor, and provide guidance on battery design and application strategy. 

© 2020 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) are widely used in many fields such 

s electrical vehicles, commercial electronic products and space ap- 

lications because of their high energy storage capability. How- 

ver, they can suffer severe capacity degradation over time as a 

esult of repeated charge/discharge cycles during usage. Multiple 

echanisms such as electrolyte degradation [1 , 2] , electrode ma- 

erial dissolution and solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) formation 

3 , 4] , lithium plating and dendrite formation [5–7] may contribute 

o battery cell degradation. Characteristics such as specific energy, 

pecific power, specific capacity [8] and electrochemical impedance 

9] are commonly used to quantify the effect of degradation. Crack- 
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ng in the electrode is known to be a major degradation mech- 

nism. This mechanism becomes critical especially for high ca- 

acity electrodes which experience more volume change during 

ithium intercalation/intercalation, and for high rate applications or 

ast charging conditions where the high current density induces a 

arger stress in the electrodes. 

Cracking can occur in the form of microcracks inside an ac- 

ive material particle, or in the form of electrode-level cracks by 

ebonding between particles [10–12] , inappropriate drying during 

he manufacturing process [13] , or electrode delamination from the 

urrent collector [14] . Currently, most studies focused on investi- 

ating the crack growth process. For instance, at the particle-level, 

hang et al. [15] investigated the intra-particle fracture within 

he secondary particle based on cohesive crack modeling. Klins- 

ann et al. [16] investigated the effect of particle size and ap- 

lied boundary flux on crack formation using a phase-field model. 

ahmasbi and Eikerling [17] developed a statistical physical-based 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.electacta.2020.137197
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odel to study the mechanical degradation in Li-ion batteries. 

or electrode-level cracks, Vanpeene et al. [18] used in-situ X- 

ay tomography to investigate the 3-D morphological evolution 

f a silicon-based electrode and crack propagation with the cycle 

umber. Lee et al. [19] developed an integrated electrochemical- 

echanical and cohesive zone model to simulate the debond- 

ng of active material particles from the binder during lithium 

ntercalation. Bhandakkar and Gao [20] studied crack nucleation 

n an initially crack-free electrode during galvanostatic interca- 

ation and deintercalation with a cohesive model. These studies 

ave advanced the understanding of crack initiation and growth 

n an electrode. However, how to systematically quantify the ef- 

ect of crack on the overall cell performance still remains to be 

tudied. 

Modeling and quantifying various crack configurations on cell 

erformance will provide critical information on the significance of 

rack under various situations, allow comparison with other degra- 

ation mechanisms to identify the limiting process, and provide 

mportant guidance on battery design and application strategy. So 

ar, most work studying the consequence of crack relied on exper- 

mental approaches. When studying the role of binding materials 

n the mechanical behavior and crack resistance of silicon elec- 

rodes during cycling, Lee et al. [10] captured the electrode-level 

rack morphology after various number of cycles and compared 

he capacity. They showed that the cycle life can be improved 

y a binder with moderate elasticity. Nagulapati et al. [11 , 12] in- 

estigated the type of binding material on the performance of a 

odium-ion battery. They compared the characteristics of electrode 

rack formation with different type of binders and investigated the 

hange of capacity and impedance with the cycle number. Study- 

ng the capacity fade of a porous NiO/Ni foam electrode, Rah- 

an and Wen [21] visualized cracks in the electrode and corre- 

ated the change of capacity and cell impedance to the cycle num- 

er. Wang et al. [22] investigated crack formation and evolution 

n silicon-composite electrodes with different binders, and showed 

ecreasing capacity with cycle numbers. Zhao et al. [23] charac- 

erized the Li ion transport rate parallel and perpendicular to the 

ilicon-carbon interface in an amorphous Si/C multilayer electrode. 

hey captured the morphology of electrode-level crack after differ- 

nt number of cycles with SEM, and correlated the electrode-level 

rack area to the apparent diffusion coefficient of Li ions. 

These studies have shown that crack morphology directly and 

trongly affects typical cell performance indicators such as spe- 

ific capacity and specific energy as well as cell impedance. How- 

ver, it is difficult to experimentally quantify the relationship be- 

ween the electrode-level crack geometry and cell performance 

nd impedance because of the challenge to distinguish the effect 

f multiple cracks, to capture the local electrochemical process, 

nd to isolate the effect of capacity degradation from concurrent 

echanisms, such as mechanical stress [24] , SEI growth [25] , elec- 

rolyte decomposition [1] and other side reactions [3 , 4] , since all 

hese factors can contribute to the change of cell performance and 

mpedance. In addition, it is difficult to accurately control the crack 

eometries for comparison. Thus, we use a computational approach 

o systematically study and quantify the effect of crack geometry 

n cell performance. In addition, our model and simulation will 

rovide new insights on the underlying electrochemical processes 

uch as ion transport and local state of charge under the influence 

f cracks, which cannot be easily obtained experimentally. 

Finite element (FE) simulation coupled with electrochemical 

odeling [26] is a powerful approach for battery studies. Finite 

lement analysis (FEA) can capture the electrochemical character- 

stics within the cell, such as local state of charge, ion transport, 

nd concentration and potential distribution within an electrode 

27] . Yang et al. [28] numerically studied the electrochemical and 

tress field coupling effect inside a pre-cracked silicon-film. They 
2 
specially focused on the lithium gathering mechanism and stress 

elaxation phenomenon around the crack tip. Xu and Zhao [29] cal- 

ulated the corrosive fracture of electrodes under concurrent me- 

hanical and chemical load based on a theory of coupled diffusion, 

arge deformation and crack growth. They found that the lithium 

ccumulated at the crack tip appends a local dilatational strain and 

an reduce the fracture toughness. Gao and Zhou [30] numerically 

nvestigated the effect of lithiation-induced fracture by J-integral 

or a pre-cracked Li/Si thin-film electrode. They found that when 

he electrode operates at higher Li concentrations, the force for 

racture is significantly lower. These work highlight the use of FEA 

or studying the formation and evolution of electrode-level cracks. 

Different from previous studies, here we focus on the impact 

f crack rather than how crack is formed. The study will pro- 

ide scientific insights into the relationship between the crack ge- 

metrical parameters and the cell performance and impedance, 

elp with the electrode design strategy, and provide information 

or degradation analysis. For instance, in post-mortem analysis of 

lectrode, one can observe the crack geometry or count the crack 

ength to estimate whether crack is a major contributor to the 

egradation or failure. With FEA, various crack geometry and lo- 

ation can be studied, allowing connecting the underlying electro- 

hemical process to cell performance and impedance. We intro- 

uce an elliptical-shaped electrode-level crack into a pseudo three- 

imensional battery model and implement it using COMSOL Multi- 

hysics. The shape can represent various configurations by chang- 

ng the semi-axis ratio, crack angle, and crack position. We further 

onsider connected cracks into a semi-closed ring shape with vari- 

us opening sizes and opening directions. We specifically focus on 

uantifying the impact of crack on the electrochemical properties, 

ncluding ion transport, intercalation characteristics, capacity and 

mpedance. 

. Model 

.1. Geometry 

Fig. 1 a shows the setup of a half-cell composed of a lithium 

etal anode, a separator and a crack-containing cathode. The 

idth ( W ) of the cell is set to 80 μm. The cathode thickness ( L )

s set to 80 μm and the separator thickness ( L s ) is set to 30 μm.

he crack in the electrode is described by an ellipse. There is no 

ctive material inside the crack, but various amount of electrolyte 

s absorbed on its surface, as shown in Fig. 1 b. The electrolyte wet- 

ing area is defined by the crack internal area minus the inactive 

rea (assumed to have the same semi-axis ratio as the crack). The 

mount of electrolyte absorbed is quantified by the wetting ratio 

 W R ), which is defined as the ratio of the electrolyte wetting area 

o the whole area inside the crack. W R = 0 means that the region

nside the crack has no electrolyte, while W R = 1 means that the 

egion inside the crack is full of electrolyte. The crack geometrical 

haracteristics are quantified by 

(1) The length ratio of the long semi-axis over the short semi- 

axis ( a/b ); 

(2) The angle ( θ ); 

(3) The central position of the crack ( d ). 

Representative geometries are shown in Fig. 1 c. 

.2. Electrochemical modeling 

.2.1. Governing equations 

The pseudo three dimensional (P3D) electrochemical model is 

uilt on the classic porous electrode theory [26] . The dimensions 

nclude x, y ( Fig. 1 a) and r along the particle radius direction. The
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Fig. 1. (a) The setup of a half-cell with a crack in the electrode. (b) A crack with different amount of electrolyte wetting inside the crack. The white region is an open space 

with no material or electrolyte. (c) Representative crack geometries with different aspect ratio a/b , angle θ and position d . 
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olid phase potential, �s (V), and electrolyte potential, �e (V) are 

overned by 

 ·
(
σ e f f 

s ∇ �s 

)
= a s i (1) 

 ·
{

−κe f f 
e 

[
∇ �e − 2 RT 

F 

(
1 + 

d ln f ±
d ln c e 

)
( 1 − t + ) ∇ ln c e 

]}
= a s i 

(2) 

here σ e f f 
s = σs 0 ε 

1 . 5 
s is the effective solid conductivity with σ s 0 (S 

 

−1 ) being the bulk solid conductivity and ɛ s the volume fraction 

f solid. a s = 3 ε s / r p is the active surface area per unit electrode 

olume with r p (m) being the active particle radius. The reaction 

urrent density, i (A m 

−2 ), is given by the Butler-Volmer equation 

n the electrode region (shown later), and is 0 in the electrolyte 

egion. κe f f 
e = κe 0 ε 

1 . 5 
e is the effective electrolyte conductivity with 

e 0 (S m 

−1 ) being the bulk electrolyte conductivity and ɛ e the vol- 

me fraction of electrolyte. R (J mol −1 K 

−1 ) is ideal gas constant, 

 (K) is temperature, and F (C mol −1 ) is Faraday’s constant. f ± is

he electrolyte activity coefficient. c e (mol m 

−3 ) is the lithium ion 

oncentration in the electrolyte. t + is the lithium ion transference 

umber. 

The lithium-ion concentration in the electrolyte is given by 

 e 
∂ c e 
∂t 

+ ∇ ·
(
−D 

e f f 
e ∇ c e 

)
= 

( 1 − t + ) 
F 

a s i, (3) 

here t (s) is time, D 

e f f 
e = D e 0 ε 

1 . 5 
e is the effective diffusivity of the

lectrolyte with D e 0 (m 

2 s −1 ) being the bulk electrolyte diffusivity. 

The electrolyte layer absorbed on the crack surface is accounted 

or as an additional region of electrolyte (wetting ratio W R multi- 

lying the crack internal area, as shown in Fig. 1 b). The governing 

quations for lithium ion concentration and electrolyte potential in 
i

3 
he electrolyte wetting area are the same as Eqs. (2 ) and (3) and

ith εe = 1 and i = 0. 

The reaction current density between the particle and the elec- 

rolyte is governed by the Bulter-Volmer equation, 

 = i 0 

(
exp 

(
αF η

RT 

)
− exp 

(
− (1 − α) F η

RT 

))
, (4) 

here the exchange current density, i 0 (A m 

−2 ), is given by i 0 = 

 kc 1 −α
s , sur f 

c αe ( c s,max − c s , sur f ) 
α . Here α is the anodic charge transfer 

oefficient, k (m 

2.5 mol −0.5 s −1 ) is the reaction rate constant, c s, surf 

mol m 

−3 ) is the lithium ion concentration on the particle sur- 

ace, and c s, max (mol m 

−3 ) is the maximum lithium ion concen- 

ration inside the particle. The over-potential, η (V), is given by 

= �s − �e − E eq ( SOC ) , where E eq (V) is the equilibrium potential 

f the cathode material and is a function of state of charge (SOC). 

The lithium ion concentration in the active particle is given by 

∂ c s 
∂t 

= 

D s 

r 2 
∂ 

∂r 

(
r 2 

∂ c s 
∂r 

)
(5) 

here c s (mol m 

−3 ) is the lithium ion concentration in the particle 

nd D s (m 

2 s −1 ) is the diffusivity of lithium ion in the particle. 

The values of electrochemical parameters used in our simula- 

ions are presented in Table A1 and Fig. A1 in Appendix A . f ± is

aken to be a constant so that d ln f ±/ d ln c e = 0. For demonstration,

e consider LiMn 2 O 4 (LMO) as the cathode material. The elec- 

rolyte is 10 0 0 mol m 

−3 LiPF 6 in EC:DMC (2:1 wt%). The minimum

nd maximum cathode SOC are taken to be 0.19 and 0.99, respec- 

ively. For the initial condition, the cathode SOC is 0.19 and lithium 

on concentration in the electrolyte is 10 0 0 mol m 

−3 . 
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Table 1 

The density and volume fraction of 

cathode, binding material and separa- 

tor [8] . 

Parameters Unit Value 

ρs (cathode) kg m 

−3 4210 

ρb (cathode) kg m 

−3 1800 

ρs (separator) kg m 

−3 855 

ρe kg m 

−3 1324 

εs (cathode) 1 0.42 

εb (cathode) 1 0.10 

εe (cathode) 1 0.48 

εs (separator) 1 0.61 

εe (separator) 1 0.39 

A  

T

m

I

d

ρ
t

v

t
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m
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3

p
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(

a  
.2.2. Boundary conditions 

The boundary conditions next to the current collector ( x = L ) are

iven by 

e f f 
s 

∂ �s 

∂x 
= −i app , 

∂ �e 

∂x 
= 0 , 

∂ c e 
∂x 

= 0 , (6) 

here i app (A m 

−2 ) is the applied discharge current density on the 

urrent collector, setting to be a constant during the discharging 

rocess. 

The reaction at the lithium metal surface ( x = −L s ) is given by

he Bulter-Volmer equation [5] , 

 Li = F K Li ( c e ) 
1 −β

(
exp 

(
(1 − β) F ηLi 

RT 

)
− exp 

(
−βF ηLi 

RT 

))
, (7) 

here i Li (A m 

−2 ) is the current density on the lithium metal sur-

ace, K Li (m 

−0.5 mol 0.5 s −1 ) is the lithium deposition rate coeffi- 

ient, β is the charge transfer coefficient for lithium deposition, 

nd ηLi (V) is the over-potential given by 

Li = �Li − �e , (8) 

here �Li (V) is the lithium metal potential and is taken to be 

Li = 0. Since i Li = i app , Eqs. (7) and (8) give the expression of �e 

t x = −L s . 

The boundary conditions at y = ±0 . 5 W are given by 

∂ �s 

∂y 
= 0 , 

∂ �e 

∂y 
= 0 , 

∂ c e 
∂y 

= 0 . (9) 

he boundary conditions at the surface of the inactive region (nor- 

al direction n ) inside the crack (i.e. at the surface of the wetted 

lectrolyte) are given by 

∂ �e 

∂n 

= 0 , 
∂ c e 
∂n 

= 0 . (10) 

The particle-level boundary conditions are 

t r = 0 : 
∂ c s 
∂r 

= 0 , at r = r p : D s 
∂ c s 
∂r 

= − i 

F 
. (11) 

For the electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) simula- 

ion, a cell is first discharged to a pre-defined average SOC of the 

athode, followed by a rest for 50 0 0 s to reach a uniform lithium

on distribution. Then the frequency-domain module in COMSOL is 

mployed to execute the EIS simulation. The capacitance between 

he particle and the electrolyte is set to be 0.1 F m 

−2 . For EIS sim-

lation, the solid potential at x = L is given by 

s = E eq ( SOC ) + �� sin ( 2 π f app t ) , (12) 

here �� (V) is the amplitude of applied terminal voltage distur- 

ance taken to be 0.005 V and f app (Hz) is the frequency of applied

isturbance selected to sweep from 0.1 Hz to 10 7 Hz. 

.2.3. Battery performance characterization 

The specific energy ( SE ) and specific capacity ( SC ) under various

ischarge currents are employed to evaluate the cell performance. 

hey are calculated by 

E = 

∫ t d 
0 V t Idt 

m 

(13) 

C = 

I t d 
m 

(14) 

here V t (V) is the terminal voltage, I (A) is the discharge current 

alculated by I = i app A with A being the cross-sectional area of the

lectrode, and t d denotes the time (s) when discharging ends. The 

ischarging process ends when V t reaches the cutoff voltage. We 

onsider several cutoff voltage scenarios, including 3.80 V ( i app = 25 
4 
 m 

−2 ), 3.70 V ( i app = 50 A m 

−2 ) and 3.60 V ( i app = 100 A m 

−2 ).

he mass of the half cell, m , is calculated by 

 = A 

( ∑ 

i ∈ cat 

ρi ε i L + 

∑ 

i ∈ sep 

ρi ε i L s 

) 

. (15) 

n the cathode (“cat”) region, the density ρ i (kg m 

−3 ) includes the 

ensity of active material, ρs , the density of the binding material, 

b , and the density of electrolyte, ρe . εi denotes the volume frac- 

ion, including the volume fraction of the active material, εs , the 

olume fraction of the binding material, εb , and the volume frac- 

ion of the electrolyte, εe . In the separator region (“sep”), the den- 

ity ρ i includes the density of the separator material, ρs , and the 

ensity of electrolyte, ρe . The values of these parameters are given 

n Table 1 . The SOC of a particle is defined by 

OC = 

c s,a v e 

c s,max 
. (16) 

here c s, ave is the average lithium ion concentration in the active 

aterial particle. 

. Results and discussions 

.1. Effect of crack semi-axis ratio 

In this section, the effect of crack semi-axis ratio, a/b , on cell 

erformance is investigated. The crack angle θ and position d are 

ept at 0 ° and 40 μm, respectively. To keep the volume of the ac- 

ive cathode material constant, the crack volume fraction is set to 

e constant at 3.14% of the total domain. In other words, the area 

f the ellipse is constant. Therefore, any difference of performance 

ould come purely from the crack geometry, not from any change 

f the amount of active material. We consider a series of a/b ratios: 

0, 12, 6, 2, 0.5, 0.167, 0.083 and 0.05. The corresponding lengths 

f a and b are calculated based on the ratio and the fixed area 

f the ellipse. At the ratio of a/b = 20 or 0.05, the length of the

ong semi-axis is 27.7 μm. The direction of a crack is defined by 

ts long axis. For instance, when a/b = 20, we say the crack is par-

llel to the x axis or perpendicular to the current collector. When 

/b = 0.05, we say the crack is parallel to the y axis or parallel to

he current collector. The region inside the crack is first set to be 

nactive ( W R = 0) to study the electrolyte dry-out or gas fill-in ef- 

ects. For simulation, the applied discharge current density, i app , is 

et to be 25 A m 

−2 , 50 A m 

−2 and 100 A m 

−2 , respectively. The re-

ulting terminal voltage, specific energy ( SE ) and specific capacity 

 SC ) curves for various semi-axis ratios are presented in Fig. 2 . 

Fig. 2 a shows that when the crack is parallel to the current col- 

ector ( a/b < 1), the terminal voltage increases significantly with 

/b at the same discharge time, especially when i app is large. By 

ontrast, when the crack is perpendicular to the current collector 

 a/b > 1), the terminal voltage curves almost overlap for different 

/b values. Fig. 2 b and 2 c shows that when the crack is parallel
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Fig. 2. (a) Terminal voltage curve of a crack-containing cell for various crack semi-axis ratios, a/b , and under various discharge current densities. (b) The specific energy and 

(c) the specific capacity of a crack-containing cell for various crack semi-axis ratios, a/b , and under various discharge current densities. 
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0

o the current collector (log 10 ( a/b ) < 0), SE and SC increase signifi-

antly with a/b , especially when i app is large. At i app = 100 A m 

−2 ,

E and SC increase by 56.68% and 57.02%, respectively, as a/b in- 

reases from 0.05 to 0.167. At a low current density of i app = 25

 m 

−2 , SE and SC only increase by 1.09% and 0.82%, respectively, 

s a/b increases from 0.05 to 0.167. When the crack is perpendicu- 

ar to the current collector (log 10 ( a/b ) > 0), SE and SC remain almost

onstant as a/b increases. These observations suggest that the spe- 

ific energy and specific capacity of a cell can be significantly af- 

ected only when the crack is parallel to the current collector and 

he discharge current density is large. When the crack is perpen- 

icular to the current collector, the crack geometry ( a/b ) has lit- 

le impact. Thus, in experimental analysis, attention should focus 

ore on the cracks parallel to the current collector. 

To understand better the above phenomena, we plot the con- 

ours of lithium ion concentration in the electrolyte and the lo- 

al SOC in the cathode under i app = 50 A m 

−2 at the instant

hat the average cathode SOC is 0.50. Fig. 3 a shows that with 

/b = 0.05, the crack significantly blocks Li ion transport from the 

node (lithium metal) to the cathode, especially to the region be- 

ween the crack and the current collector (R-II in Fig. 3 a). The av-

rage lithium ion concentration in the electrolyte is 1250.0 mol 

 

−3 in region R-I while only 281.1 mol m 

−3 in R-II. The latter is

2.5% of that in R-I. This suggests a severe blocking effect. With 

/b = 0.167, Li ion transport is less blocked. The average Li ion con- 

entration in the electrolyte is 1060.00 mol m 

−3 in region R-I and 

95.78 mol m 

−3 in R-II, with the latter being about 56.21% of that 

n R-I. By contrast, with a/b = 6 or 12, there is almost no block-

ng effect. The average Li ion concentration in the electrolyte in 

he whole cathode region is 842.56 mol m 

−3 ( a/b = 6) and 842.49

ol m 

−3 ( a/b = 12). This suggests that a crack perpendicular to the 

urrent collector hardly impedes Li ion transport within the cell. 

The local SOC distribution in the cathode material further 

hows how a crack blocks Li ion transport and affects cathode uti- 

ization. Fig. 3 b shows that the local SOC is significantly higher in 

egion R-I than in R-II with a/b = 0.05 and 0.167. The reduction re-
5 
ction is mostly restricted in R-I during discharging. The discharge 

apacity will be significantly reduced because of diffusion polar- 

zation and significant underuse of region R-II. This effect becomes 

ore significant when the crack is longer and parallel to the cur- 

ent collector. By contrast, the crack hardly distorts the SOC distri- 

ution with a/b = 6 and 20. The SOC distribution is more uniform 

close to the average cathode SOC of 0.5), indicating a relatively 

niform Li ion intercalation. Moreover, the local SOC distribution 

s almost identical for a/b = 6 and 12. 

Next, the effects of applied discharge current density are inves- 

igated. The contours of lithium ion concentration in the electrolyte 

nd the local SOC distribution in the cathode material at the in- 

tant that the average cathode SOC is 0.5 for i app = 100 A m 

−2 , 50

 m 

−2 and 25 A m 

−2 are shown in Fig. 4 a and 4 b. 

Fig. 4 a shows that the Li ion concentration in the electrolyte 

ecomes more non-uniform with increasing i app . The maximum Li 

on concentration in the electrolyte increases from 1567 mol m 

−3 

o 2677 mol m 

−3 as i app increases from 25 A m 

−2 to 100 A m 

−2 ,

hile the minimum concentration decreases from 503 mol m 

−3 to 

9 mol m 

−3 . Besides, the difference of average electrolyte Li ion 

oncentration in regions R-I and R-II increases from 631.52 mol 

 

−3 to 1113.52 mol m 

−3 as i app increases from 25 A m 

−2 to 100

 m 

−2 , as shown in Fig. 4 c. This phenomenon indicates a stronger

locking effect of Li ion transport by the crack under larger dis- 

harge current densities. When i app is large (e.g. 100 A m 

−2 ), a 

arger amount of Li ions move from the lithium metal surface to 

egion R-I in a unit time. Because of the narrow passage between 

he crack tip and the boundary, more Li ions are trapped in R-I. 

hen i app is small, a smaller amount of Li ions move to R-I in a

nit time, so that a larger portion of those ions can pass through 

he narrow passage to R-II. Then the concentration difference be- 

ween R-I and R-II is smaller. Similarly, as shown in Fig. 4 b, the

verage local cathode SOC is larger in R-I than in R-II and this dif- 

erence increases with the discharge current density. Fig. 4 c shows 

hat the difference is 0.12 under i app = 25 A m 

−2 but increases to 

.28 under i app = 100 A m 

−2 . 
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Fig. 3. (a) The contours of lithium ion concentration in the electrolyte in a crack-containing cell for various crack a/b ratios. (b) The contours of local SOC in the cathode for 

various crack a/b ratios. ( i app : 50 A m 

−2 , average cathode SOC: 0.5, W R : 0). 
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A crack may sometimes contain different amounts of electrolyte 

n the form of absorbed electrolytes on the inner surface of the 

rack. This calls for a study of cell performance with different wet- 

ing ratios on the crack surface. Cracks with a/b = 0.05, 0.083, 

.167, and W R = 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 1.0 are considered. The geo-

etrical characteristic of the electrolyte-wetted crack is shown in 

ig. 1 b. The specific energy under i app = 50 A m 

−2 is calculated

nd shown in Fig. 5 . The wetting electrolyte (described by W R ) on

rack surfaces increases the total cell mass, and this total mass is 

sed to calculate the specific energy. So for specific energy, the ad- 

itional mass associated with the wetting electrolyte is accounted 

or. In addition to the specific energy, we also show the cell en- 

rgy to directly compare the effect of wetting ratio (the cell with a 

arger W R has a slightly larger mass). 

Fig. 5 a shows that the cell energy increases rapidly with W R 

rom 0 to 0.4, especially for the crack with a/b = 0.05. When W R 

urther increases from 0.4 to 1.0, the cell energy only increases 

lightly, indicating that an increase of the wetting ratio has less ef- 

ect on cell performance when W R is larger. Besides, with W R = 1.0, 

he cell energy appears to converge to a similar value for various 

/b . This can be understood by analyzing the Li ion concentration 

n the electrolyte and local SOC distribution. Fig. 5 b and 5 c shows

he contours for a/b = 0.05. As can be seen in Fig. 5 b, the blockage

f Li ion transport is reduced with increasing W R . When W R = 1.0,

i ions can almost completely pass through the crack. Therefore, a 

arger W R reduces the diffusion polarization due to the existence 

f a crack, leading to an increased energy. Since a crack filled with 

lectrolyte is different from a crack filled with active material (i.e. 

o crack), the crack geometry still has a slight impact. The cell en- 

rgy with a/b = 0.167 is slightly larger than that with a/b = 0.05 at

 R = 1.0. Comparing to the cell energy, the specific energy shows 

 different dependence on W R . The SE initially increases to a peak 

alue and then decreases with W R , as shown in Fig. 5 a, especially

or the cell with a/b = 0.05. This phenomenon is a result of more 

ystem mass from the increasing wetting ratio. 

The effect of crack geometrical characteristics on cell perfor- 

ance is further quantified in terms of EIS simulations at 0.5 cath- 

de SOC. The Nyquist plots of impedance are shown in Fig. 6 . 

Fig. 6 a shows a left shift, or a reduction of ohmic resistance, 

ith a/b . The reduction is significant when a/b increases from 0.05 

o 0.167, but does not change much when a/b increases from 6 to 

0. This behavior is consistent with the blocking of Li ion trans- 

ort shown in Fig. 3 , where a crack parallel to the current col-
 d  

6 
ector has a larger blocking effect. The radius of the semi-circle 

oes not change much with a/b , indicating no impact on charge 

ransfer resistance. These suggest that the major impact by a crack 

s an increase of the electrolyte resistance. A comparison of the 

mpedance spectrum between cells with ( a/b = 20) and without a 

rack in Fig. 6 b shows that they almost overlap with each other, 

ndicating that a crack perpendicular to the current collector has 

ittle impact on cell impedance. Fig. 6 c shows that a larger crack 

etting ratio slightly reduces the ohmic resistance as a result of 

ncreasing ion transport with W R . Fig. 6 d shows that the effect of 

etting ratio is stronger on a more elongated crack parallel to the 

urrent collector. 

.2. Effect of crack angle 

In this section we investigate the impact of crack angle, θ , on 

ell performance. Five angles of 0 °, 30 °, 45 °, 60 ° and 90 ° are se-

ected with a/b being 20, 12 and 6. Because of a/b > 1, the crack

s perpendicular to the current collector with θ = 0 ° and parallel 

o the current collector with θ = 90 °. The crack position d is kept 

t 40 μm. Fig. 7 shows the calculated specific energy and specific 

apacity under i app = 50 A m 

−2 and 100 A m 

−2 . 

With i app = 50 A m 

−2 , the SE and SC decrease slightly when θ
ncreases from 0 ° to 45 °, but decrease rapidly when θ increases 

rom 45 ° to 90 °, as shown in Fig. 7 a and 7 b. The reduction of

E and SC from 0 ° to 90 ° is 9.33% and 12.76%, respectively for a 

onger crack of a/b = 20. For a shorter crack having a smaller a/b 

e.g. a/b = 12 and 6), the impact of crack angle is smaller. However, 

t a higher current density of i app = 100 A m 

−2 , all cracks are sig-

ificantly affected by the angle as shown in Fig. 7 c and 7 d. For a

onger crack of a/b = 20 at this current density, the SE and SC de-

rease at approximately constant rates, 0.932 Wh kg −1 degree −1 

nd 0.246 Ah kg −1 degree −1 , respectively. The reduction of SE and 

C from 0 ° to 90 ° is 37.06% and 37.42% respectively. These are much 

arger than those with i app = 50 A m 

−2 . These observations suggest 

hat low discharge current densities and long cracks tend to cause 

 non-linear decrease of SE and SC with increasing crack angle. 

hen the discharge current density is high or the crack is short, 

he decrease of SE and SC is roughly linear with the crack angle. 

The Li ion concentration in the electrolyte and the local SOC in 

he cathode at the instant that the average cathode SOC is 0.50 

re shown in Fig. 8 . The blocking of Li ion transport is significantly

ependent on the crack angles, as shown in Fig. 8 a. The Li ion con-
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Fig. 4. (a) The contours of lithium ion concentration in the electrolyte under various discharge current densities ( a/b : 0.05, average cathode SOC: 0.5). (b) The contours 

of local SOC in the cathode under various discharge current densities ( a/b : 0.05, average cathode SOC: 0.5). (c) The difference of average lithium ion concentration in the 

electrolyte and average local SOC in the cathode between regions R-I and R-II ( a/b : 0.05, average cathode SOC: 0.5). 
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entration in region A-I is larger than that in A-II. At θ = 30 °, the

verage concentration is 1020 mol m 

−3 in A-I and 631.57 mol m 

−3 

n A-II, a difference of 388.43 mol m 

−3 . At θ = 45 °, the average

oncentration is 1100 mol m 

−3 in A-I and 518.42 mol m 

−3 in A-II, 

 difference of 581.58 mol m 

−3 . The difference becomes more sig- 

ificant. At θ = 60 °, the average concentration becomes 1170 mol 

 

−3 in A-I and 402.17 mol m 

−3 in A-II, a difference of 767.83 mol

 

−3 . The difference is 968.9 mol m 

−3 at θ = 90 ° (see Fig. 3 a with

/b = 0.05). Considering the blocking effect, a long crack can be ap- 

roximately projected into two components: one along the x axis 

perpendicular to the current collector) and one along the y axis 

parallel to the current collector), as indicated by the green dash 
7 
ines in Fig. 8 a. The component parallel to the current collector has 

 major impact in blocking Li ion transport, while the component 

erpendicular to the current collector has almost no effect. There- 

ore, for a system composted of multiple cracks and crack angles, 

he sum of projected crack length parallel to the current collec- 

or is an indicator to roughly but quickly indicate the significance 

f cracks in blocking Li ion transport. This could be handy when 

omparing samples experimentally. 

Fig. 8 b shows that the local cathode SOC is larger in region A-I 

han that in A-II, a trend similar to Fig. 8 a. The difference of av-

rage SOC in A-I and A-II (separated by the dash line along the 

rack) increases with the crack angle. This increase is 0.02 as the 
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Fig. 5. (a) The energy and specific energy of a crack-containing cell for various crack wetting ratios. (b) The contours of lithium ion concentration in the electrolyte for 

various crack wetting ratios ( a/b : 0.05, average cathode SOC: 0.5). (c) The contours of local SOC in the cathode for various crack wetting ratios ( a/b : 0.05, average cathode 

SOC: 0.5). Shown for discharge current at i app = 50 A m 

−2 . 

Fig. 6. (a) The impedance spectrum of a crack-containing cell for various crack semi-axis ratios ( W R : 0). (b) A comparison of the impedance spectrum between cells with 

and without a crack ( W R : 0). (c) The impedance spectrum for various crack wetting ratios with a/b = 0.167. (d) The impedance spectrum for various crack wetting ratios 

with a/b = 0.05. 
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rack angle increases from 30 ° to 45 °, and 0.03 as the angle in-

reases from 45 ° to 60 °. 
The added effect of crack wetting ratios with W R being 0.0, 0.2, 

.4, 0.6 and 1.0 are considered in Fig. 9 . It is seen that the cell

nergy increases with W R . The increase is more significant with 

/b = 20 than that with a/b = 6. When the crack is totally filled

ith electrolyte ( W R = 1), the curves of different crack angles con- 

erges to the same point. With a/b = 20, the SE initially increases 

o a peak and then decreases with W R , especially for θ = 60 °.
ith a/b = 6, the SE decreases monotonously with W . These 
R 

8 
henomena are caused by the increased mass from the wetting 

lectrolyte. 

The EIS analysis is conducted to investigate the relationship be- 

ween the crack angle and the cell impedance. The a/b ratios are 

et to be 20, 12 and 6. The SOC of cathode particles is set to be

.5. Fig. 10 a–c shows that as the crack angle increases, the ohmic 

esistance increases slightly. The increase is more significant for a 

onger crack with a/b = 20, as shown in Fig. 10 c. This is consis-

ent with the previous observation that the Li ion blocking effect 

s stronger when the crack is more parallel to the current collec- 
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Fig. 7. (a) The specific energy of a crack-containing cell for various crack angles with i app = 50 A m 

−2 . (b) The specific capacity of a crack-containing cell for various crack 

angles with i app = 50 A m 

−2 . (c) The specific energy of a crack-containing cell for various crack angles with i app = 100 A m 

−2 . (d) The specific capacity of a crack-containing 

cell for various crack angles with i app = 100 A m 

−2 . 

Fig. 8. (a) The contours of lithium ion concentration in the electrolyte for various crack angles. (b) The contours of local SOC in the cathode for various crack angles. ( i app : 

50 A m 

−2 , a/b : 20, average cathode SOC: 0.5, W R : 0). 

9 
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Fig. 9. The energy and specific energy of a crack-containing cell for various crack wetting ratios. (a) a/b = 20. (b) a/b = 6. ( i app : 50 A m 

−2 , cathode average SOC: 0.5). 

Fig. 10. (a–c) The impedance spectrum of a crack-containing cell for various crack angles and semi-axis ratios ( W R : 0, average cathode SOC: 0.5). (a) a/b = 6. (b) a/b = 12. 

(c) a/b = 20. (d–f) The impedance spectrum of a crack-containing cell for various crack angles and crack wetting ratios ( a / b : 20, average cathode SOC: 0.5). (d) θ = 30 °. (e) 

θ = 45 °. (f) θ = 60 °. 
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or and when the crack is longer. From Fig. 10 d-f, it is seen that

he ohmic resistance decreases with the wetting ratio. The effect is 

ore significant for a larger angle, as seen in Fig. 10 f. This is be-

ause Li ion blocking is stronger for a larger crack angle, so that 

he help from crack wetting is more effective. 

.3. Effect of crack position 

In this section, the crack central position is taken into consid- 

ration. The d values are selected to be 10 μm, 25 μm, 40 μm, 

5 μm and 70 μm with a/b being 0.05, 0.083 and 0.167, and i app 

eing 50 A m 

−2 and 100 A m 

−2 . The angle is fixed at θ = 0 °, so

hat a/b < 1 represents a crack parallel to the current collector. The 

rack with a/b = 0.05 is the longest crack among the three. After 

imulations, the specific energy and specific capacity are presented 

n Fig. 11 . It can be seen that the SE and SC increase dramatically

ith d . For instance, with i app = 100 A m 

−2 and a/b = 0.05, the
10 
E ( Fig. 11 c) and SC ( Fig. 11 d) increase by 282.45% and 276.14%, re-

pectively, as d increases from 10 μm to 70 μm. For a/b = 0.083, 

he increase is 68.10% and 67.72% respectively. This suggests that a 

ong parallel crack close to the separator significantly reduces the 

pecific energy and specific capacity. When the crack is closer to 

he current collector, the impact is smaller, and the crack shape 

lso seems insignificant since all curves converge to the same point 

ith increasing d for various a/b ratios. The effect of crack position 

ecomes increasingly significant when the discharge current den- 

ity is higher. 

To further understand the phenomena, the Li ion concentration 

n the electrolyte and the local SOC distribution in the cathode are 

resented in Fig. 12 . It can be seen from Fig. 12 a that the Li ion

oncentration becomes increasingly non-uniform with decreasing 

 , i.e. when the crack is closer to the separator. At d = 10 μm,

he average Li ion concentration in region D-II is 437.79 mol m 

−3 , 

hich is only 22.8% of that in D-I (1920 mol m 

−3 ). The crack sig-

ificantly blocks Li ion transport, restricting the reaction to occur 
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Fig. 11. (a) The specific energy of a crack-containing cell for various crack positions with i app = 50 A m 

−2 . (b) The specific capacity of a crack-containing cell for various 

crack positions with i app = 50 A m 

−2 . (c) The specific energy of a crack-containing cell for various crack positions with i app = 100 A m 

−2 . (d) The specific capacity of a 

crack-containing cell for various crack positions with i app = 100 A m 

−2 . The crack is parallel to the current collector since a / b < 1. 

Fig. 12. (a) The contours of lithium ion concentration in the electrolyte in a crack-containing cell for various crack positions. (b) The contours of local SOC in the cathode 

for various crack positions. ( i app : 50 A m 

−2 , average cathode SOC: 0.5, W R : 0, a/b : 0.05). 
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ostly in a small region D-I. With increasing d , the Li ion concen- 

ration in D-I decreases significantly, and the difference of aver- 

ge concentration between the left and the right of the crack also 

ecreases significantly. At d = 70 μm, the average Li ion concen- 

ration in D-II (413.99 mol m 

−3 ) increases to 46.2% of that in D-I
11 
895.45 mol m 

−3 ). From Fig. 12 b, the average local SOC in D-I is

.74 at d = 10 μm, which is significantly larger than that in D-II 

0.47) and the difference is 0.27. As d increases, the difference be- 

omes smaller. For instance, the difference reduces to 0.09 when 

 = 70 μm. Fig. 12 shows that when a crack is closer to the sep-
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Fig. 13. (a) The energy and specific energy of a crack-containing cell for various crack positions ( a/b : 0.05, i app : 50 A m 

−2 ). (b) The energy and specific energy of a crack- 

containing cell for various crack positions ( a/b : 0.167, i app : 50 A m 

−2 ). (c) The contours of lithium ion concentration in the electrolyte in a crack-containing cell for various 

wetting ratios ( a/b : 0.05, d : 10 μm, i app : 50 A m 

−2 , average cathode SOC: 0.5). (d) The contours of local SOC in the cathode for various wetting ratios ( a/b : 0.05, d : 10 μm, 

i app : 50 A m 

−2 , average cathode SOC: 0.5). 

Fig. 14. The impedance spectrum of a crack-containing cell for various crack positions. (a) a/b = 0.167. (b) a/b = 0.083. (c) a/b = 0.05. (average cathode SOC: 0.5). 
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rator, more cathode material between the crack and the current 

ollector is underuse, leading to a significant decrease of specific 

nergy and specific capacity. 

We further consider the wetting ratios W R = 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 

.0 with i app = 50 A m 

−2 . The results are plotted in Fig. 13 . For

/b = 0.05 and d = 10 μm, the cell energy increases rapidly with

 R ( Fig. 13 a). The energy also increases with W R for d = 40 μm

nd 70 μm, but the effect is not as significant. The SE either first 

ncreases with W R and then decreases, or decreases monotonously, 

ecause of the increasing system mass by crack wetting. These 

rends appear similar for a/b = 0.05 in Fig. 13 b. Fig. 13 c and 13 d

hows that increasing wetting reduces Li ion blocking and makes 

he concentration more uniform. This crack wetting is especially 

eneficial when the crack is close to the separator. Fig. 13 c and 

3 d shows that with W R = 1, Li ions can completely pass through

he crack as if the crack does not exist. 
12 
Fig. 14 shows the results of EIS analysis for d = 10 μm, 25 μm,

0 μm, 55 μm and 70 μm. The a/b ratios are set to be 0.050, 0.083

nd 0.167. The cathode SOC is set to be 0.5. It can be observed that

he radius of the semi-circle increases dramatically as d is reduced, 

specially with a/b = 0.05. This indicates that the charge transfer 

esistance increases dramatically as the crack is closer to the sep- 

rator. This can be understood in terms of the Li blocking effect. It 

s known that the electrode material next to the separator is more 

ontributive in the electrochemical reaction. When a crack is closer 

o the separator, the more contributive material is excluded from 

he reaction, leading to an increased charge transfer resistance. The 

ffect is stronger when the crack is closer to the separator. When 

 is large ( d ≥ 55 μm), most of the cathode can participate in the

eaction, so that the charge transfer resistance is significantly re- 

uced. Interestingly, the omhic resistance (electrolyte resistance) 

oes not show any noticeable change with d . This is because re- 
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Fig. 15. The impedance spectrum of a crack-containing cell for various wetting ratios. (a) d = 10 μm, a/b = 0.167. (b) d = 70 μm, a/b = 0.167. (c) d = 10 μm, a/b = 0.05. 

(d) d = 70 μm, a/b = 0.05. (cathode average SOC: 0.5). 
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ardless of the crack position, Li ions need to diffuse around the 

rack in a similar way. Therefore, the ohmic resistance does not 

how any dependence on the crack position. By contrast, the crack 

eometry and crack angle affect how Li ions diffuse around the 

rack, and therefore affect the ohmic resistance. 

Fig. 15 shows the effect of wetting ratio with W R being 0.0, 0.2, 

.4, 0.6 and 1.0. At d = 10 μm ( Fig. 15 a and 15 c), the radius of

he semi-circle decreases significantly with W R , indicating a strong 

ecrease of the charge transfer resistance with the wetting ratio. 

he increased Li ion transport through the electrolyte adhered to 

he crack inner wall allows kinetic reaction to occur in a large part 

f the cathode region. By contrast, at d = 70 μm ( Fig. 15 b and

5 d), the radius of the semi-circle remains unchanged which W R . 

he ohmic resistance remains unchanged with W R at a/b = 0.167 

 Fig. 15 a and 15 b). However, at a/b = 0.05, the ohmic resistance

lso shows a reduction with W R because the crack is longer and 

as a stronger blocking effect, so that the help from electrolyte 

etting is more effective. 

. Closed crack and material isolation 

In previous sections we consider a straight crack. In an actual 

i-ion cell, the crack shape can be complicated. Sometimes several 

racks can connect into a ring shape and isolate an island of ac- 

ive material. Here we consider a ring-shaped crack with different 

pening sizes and directions ( Fig. 16 a). The crack opening size is 

haracterized by the angle β . The opening direction is described 

y the angle α. The crack outer radius, R out , remains constant at 25

m. In order to ensure a constant crack area (taken to be 1.9625% 

f the total cathode area), the inner radius of the crack, R , is cal-
in 

13 
ulated based on the crack opening β . Three α values (0 °, 90 °, 
80 °) and seven β values (0 °, 11.25 °, 22.5 °, 45 °, 67.5 °, 90 °, 135 °) are

onsidered. The other cell geometrical parameters are the same as 

hose used in previous sections. The applied discharge current den- 

ity is 50 A m 

−2 . After simulations, the specific energy and specific 

apacity are calculated and presented in Fig. 16 b and 16 c. 

With α = 0 °, the SE is almost a constant when β decreases 

rom 135 ° to 22.5 ° ( Fig. 16 b), but decreases sharply as β decreases 

rom 22.5 ° to 0 °. The SC curve shows a similar trend ( Fig. 16 c).

hese suggest that for a ring-shaped crack with the opening to- 

ard the separator, the cell performance is only significantly af- 

ected when the crack is almost closed. By contrast, with α = 180 °
r the crack opening toward the current collector, the SE decreases 

radually as β is reduced from 135 ° to 22.5 °. The SC curve shows 

 similar trend. For a crack with α = 90 °, the cell performance lies 

n between α = 0 ° and 180 °. 
To further understand the phenomena, the Li ion concentration 

n the electrolyte and the local SOC distribution in the cathode are 

resented in Fig. 17 . It is seen that the electrolyte Li ion concentra- 

ion inside the region enclosed by the crack changes significantly 

ith the crack opening direction. When the crack opening direc- 

ion is toward the separator ( ɑ = 0 °), Li ion can diffuse into the

egion enclosed by the crack (region B-II), so that the material can 

ontribute to energy storage. Fig. 17 b for ɑ = 0 ° shows a high SOC

nside the enclosed region. When the crack opening direction is 

oward the current collector ( ɑ = 180 °), Li ions can hardly diffuse 

nside the enclosed region (see B-II in Fig. 17 a for ɑ = 180 °). Cor-

espondingly, the SOC inside the enclosed region is low (see B-II 

n Fig. 17 b for ɑ = 180 °). With ɑ = 90 °, Li ions can partially dif-

use into the enclosed region through the crack opening, causing 
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Fig. 16. (a) The setup of a ring-shaped crack in the electrode. The SEM images are reprinted from Bie et al. [31] with permission from Elsevier. (b) The specific energy and 

(c) specific capacity of the cell with a ring-shaped crack. 

Fig. 17. (a) The contours of lithium ion concentration in the electrolyte for various crack opening directions. (b) The contours of local SOC in the cathode for various crack 

opening directions. ( i app : 50 A m 

−2 , average cathode SOC: 0.5). 

t

r

t

d  

s  

o

c

a

c

W

i

he particles in B-II to be partially intercalated with lithium. These 

esults suggest that despite the identical shape and opening size, 

he direction of crack opening significantly affects Li blocking. 

Next, we consider a series of β values with the crack opening 

irection fixed along the y -axis ( α = 90 °). The results are pre-

ented in Fig. 18 . It is seen from Fig. 18 a that when the crack
14 
pening is large ( β = 135 °), Li ions can easily diffuse along the 

rack. The Li ion blocking effect by the crack is similar to that of 

n elliptical-shaped crack with a / b = 6. The electrolyte Li ion con- 

entration within the whole cathode region is relatively uniform. 

hen β decreases from 135 ° to 45 °, the increasing difficultly of Li 

on diffusing around the crack reduces the Li ion concentration in 
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Fig. 18. (a) The contours of lithium ion concentration in the electrolyte for various crack opening sizes. (b) The contours of local SOC in the cathode for various crack opening 

sizes. ( i app : 50 A m 

−2 , average cathode SOC: 0.5) 

Fig. 19. The impedance spectrum of a cell for various crack opening directions and crack opening sizes. (a) α = 0 °. (b) α = 90 °. (c) α = 180 °. (average cathode SOC: 0.5). 
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c

a

e

s

d

c

s

he electrolyte next to the current collector. Near the crack open- 

ng, a certain amount of Li ions can diffuse into the enclosed re- 

ion, but this amount is significantly reduced with a smaller crack 

pening. The local SOC ( Fig. 18 b) near the current collector and 

ithin the enclosed region significantly decrease when the open- 

ng is small, indicating that material there are underuse. This leads 

o reduced specific energy and specific capacity. When the opening 

s closed, the material enclosed by the ring-shaped crack is com- 

letely isolated, so that it does not contribute to energy storage 

nymore. This results in a large decrease of specific energy and 

pecific capacity. 

The EIS simulations for various crack opening sizes and direc- 

ions are shown in Fig. 19 , with the crack opening direction α be- 

ng 0 °, 90 ° and 180 °, and the crack opening β being 0 °, 22.5 °, 45 °,
0 °, and 135 °. 

With the crack opening toward the separator ( α = 0 °), the 

adius of the semi-circle or charge transfer resistance increases 

lightly when β decreases from 135 ° to 22.5 ° ( Fig. 19 a). This is 

onsistent with the increasing Li ion blocking. The charge trans- 

er resistance increases rapidly as the crack opening decreases to 

= 0 °. With the crack opening direction toward the current col- 

ector ( α = 180 °), the charge transfer resistance remains almost 

onstant with decreasing crack opening ( Fig. 19 c), and the resis- 

ance is close to the maximum value at β = 0 °, implying that 

ue to significant blocking, it is difficult for Li ions to intercalate 

nto the particles in the B-II region shown in Fig. 17 . By contrast,
15 
hen the crack opening direction is α = 90 °, the charge trans- 

er resistance gradually increases with the crack opening. Besides, 

he ohmic resistance increases when the crack opening decreases 

rom β = 135 ° to 0 °. This increase is larger when the crack open- 

ng direction changes from toward the separator to toward the cur- 

ent collector, indicating that the electrolyte resistance is affected 

y the crack opening direction and size. 

. Conclusions 

In this research, the effect of electrode-level crack geometrical 

haracteristics on the Li ion battery performances and impedance 

re quantitatively investigated. With an elliptical-shaped crack, the 

ffect of crack semi-axis length ratio, crack angle, and crack po- 

ition on the cell performance and impedance are analyzed. Ad- 

itionally, the impact of geometrical parameters of a ring-shaped 

rack on cell performance and impedance is obtained. The conclu- 

ions include the following. 

(1) The mechanism that a crack affects the cell performance 

is by blocking Li ion transport. The geometrical character- 

istics of a crack can lead to various blocking effects, caus- 

ing non-uniform Li ion distribution in the electrolyte and 

non-uniform SOC in the cathode. Increasing discharge cur- 

rent density further aggravates the impact. 

(2) An elliptical-shaped crack that is longer and more parallel 

to the current collector (in terms of crack angle) reduces 
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the specific energy and specific capacity more. The effect is 

large when the current density is high. For instance, with 

a / b = 0.05 at i app = 100 A m 

−2 , the specific energy and

specific capacity are both reduced by more than 1/3 rela- 

tive to those of a crack perpendicular to the current collec- 

tor. A crack perpendicular to the current collector has little 

impact on cell performance. A crack closer to the separator 

dramatically reduces the specific energy and specific capac- 

ity, especially when the crack is long and is under large dis- 

charge current densities. For instance, with a / b = 0.05 and 

i app = 100 A m 

−2 , the specific energy and specific capacity at 

d = 70 μm are both about 280% higher than those at d = 10

μm. These results suggest that cracks parallel to the current 

collector and close to the separator should receive special 

attention in experimental analysis. 

(3) For an elliptical-shaped crack, the shape factors such as 

semi-axis ratio, crack angle and wetting ratio affect primar- 

ily the ohmic resistance. A longer crack more parallel to 

the current collector increases the ohmic resistance, while 

more crack wetting reduces the ohmic resistance. By con- 

trast, crack position significantly affects the charge trans- 

fer resistance with little impact on the ohmic resistance. 

A crack closer to the separator significantly increases the 

charge transfer resistance. 

(4) A ring-shaped crack with a smaller opening reduces the spe- 

cific energy and specific capacity more. When the opening 

is closed, the material enclosed by the ring-shaped crack is 

completely isolated, so that it does not contribute to en- 

ergy storage anymore. This results in a large decrease of 

specific energy and specific capacity. When the crack open- 

ing faces the separator, the specific energy and specific ca- 

pacity are initially insensitive to decreasing opening sizes, 

but drops rapidly when the opening size is sufficiently small 

(e.g. β < 22.5 °). By contrast, when the crack opening faces 

the current collector, the specific energy and specific capac- 

ity decrease instantly but more gradually with decreasing 

opening sizes. Eventually, regardless of the crack opening 

direction, the specific energy (or specific capacity) reduces 

to the same value when the opening decreases to be com- 

pletely closed. When the crack opening faces the separator, 

the charge transfer resistance increases with reducing open- 

ing size, while when the crack opening faces the current col- 

lector, the charge transfer resistance does not change much. 

The ohmic resistance increases when the crack opening de- 

creases. 

These results will inform electrode structure design, cell man- 

facturing and the charge/discharge management system the sig- 

ificance of avoiding crack formation, especially near the separator 

nd parallel to the current collector, and to avoid closed cracks that 

ead to material isolation. Crack formation is related to stress gen- 

ration. In electrode design, reducing the gradient of lithium ion 

oncentration in the electrolyte and improving the uniformity of 

he state of charge in the electrode, especially in regions near the 

eparator, help reduce the stress caused by the non-uniform elec- 

rode deformation during lithium ion intercalation/deintercalation. 

hese further reduce the risk of crack nucleation and spreading. 

or instance, 3D structures such as electrolyte channels can be in- 

roduced in the electrode to reduce the stress near the separator 

8] . In cell manufacturing, the strategy is to reduce manufactur- 

ng defects (such as voids, delamination and microcracks) to avoid 

rack near the separator or crack growth along the more detrimen- 

al directions parallel to the current collector. Inspection strategies 

an be developed to look for those more harmful crack precur- 

ors at the location and direction of interest. For designing better 

harge/discharge strategies, it is important to introduce physics- 
16 
ased crack growth models predicting the effect of operational 

onditions on the crack characteristics (such as growth direction 

nd growth rate) into control decisions. Besides, novel algorithms 

an be developed to monitor the impedance of battery cells dur- 

ng usage, integrating with the crack growth model, to provide in- 

ormation to the battery management system. These can help op- 

imize and dynamically update control profiles to reduce battery 

egradation. 
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ppendix A. The electrochemical parameters used in this 

esearch 

Table A1 and Fig. A1 

able A1 

alues of electrochemical parameters used in simulations. 

Parameter Symbol Value 

c s,max Maximum lithium ion 

concentration in cathode 

particle 

24161 mol m 

−3 

D e 0 Diffusivity of lithium ion in 

bulk electrolyte 

7.5 × 10 −11 m 

2 s −1 

D s Diffusivity of lithium ion in 

cathode particle 

1 × 10 −14 m 

2 s −1 

F Faraday constant 96485 C mol −1 

K Reaction rate constant for 

cathode 

5 × 10 −10 m 

2.5 mol −0.5 s −1 

K Li Lithium deposition rate 

coefficient 

6.1 × 10 −6 m 

−0.5 mol 0.5 s −1 

r p Cathode particle radius 5 μm 

R Ideal gas constant 8.3145 J mol −1 K −1 

t + Lithium ion transference 

number 

0.363 

T Temperature 298 K 

α Anodic charge transfer 

coefficient in cathode 

0.5 

β Charge transfer coefficient for 

lithium deposition 

0.5 

κ e 0 Bulk electrolyte conductivity Ref. [3] 

σ s 0 Bulk solid phase electronic 

conductivity in cathode 

10 S m 

−1 
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Fig. A1. The equilibrium potential of the cathode material (LiMn 2 O 4 ). 
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